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ABSTRACT
Using the Cryst.al  Ball detect.or at the DORIS II e+e-  storage ring, we measure
the q7r”xc mass spectrum in the reaction E+C- - e+e-q7r07ro  + e+e-61  from
the ~A’A’ threshold t,o about 2500 MeV/c2. The spectrum is dominated by the
q’ , for which we determine I’?-,( q’)BR(  7’ - 63) = (0.36 f 0.02 i 0.03) keV. In
addition, we observe an enhancement in the cross section near 1990 MeV/c’ which
we attribut,e  to t,he two-photon production of a new resonance X( 1900). The angular
distributions and the invariant mass distribution of the qnO subsystem are consistent
with those expected for the hypothetical 772 meson with Jpc = 2-+. For this
Jp assignment the resonance parameters are: M(X) = (1876 5 35 i 50) MeV/c’?
Itot = (228f90534)  MeV/c2 and Irr(X)BB(X  + ~WB) = (0.9&0.2&0.3)  keV.-- _
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We report on an investigat’ion of the reaction ye + +7rG, observed in the six-photon
final state [I]. Compared to our previous report on this reaction [2j, the present, analysis
uses a facdor of two more dat,a  and a more efficient background rejection. We improve t,he
measurement. of I,,( q’)BR( q’ --$ 67) and report for the first time on an enhancement in the
cross section of ye -+ r]7r07ro- - at an invariant mass of about 1900 MeV/c2. We interpret it
as the production of a new resonance X(1900). A similar observation has been made b>
the CELLO Collaboration (31 in the reaction y?: + vn+n-. The X(1900) is the first new
resonance to be discovered in ye collisions. It may be the 72: the isospin I = 0 partner of the
7rr> which has recently been studied in yq collisions [4,5].

The yq initial  state is creat,ed  by eSe- collisions, where each lepton radiates a virt,ual
photon-with low q2. The lept,ons  are scattered to very small angles. They are not observed in

the final stat,e (no-tag experiment). Thus t,he det.ect,ed  event has nearly balanced transverse
momentum with respect to the beam direction. Only st,at.es  with even charge conjugation C
and t.ot.al  spin J # 1 can be produced in quasi-real yy scatt’ering [6,. The observation of t,he
~x~x’ stat,e limits the isospin t,o I = 0 or I = 2. Angular distributions of the decay part,icles
can yield information on the spin J.

This. inrestigat.ion  has been performed with the Crystal Ball det.ect,or  at the DORIS II
e+e- storage ring at DEW. The integrat.ed luminosity corresponds do 255 pb-’ and was
collected at an average beam energy of 5 GeV between 1982 and 1986.

The main part of the Crystal Ball detect,or [2,f] consist’s of 672 optically isolat,ed  NaI(T1)
crystals which form a hollow sphere of 16 radiation lengths thickness covering 93 % of the
t.ot.al solid angle, wit.11 two holes for t’he beam pipe. The solid angle coverage is increased to- -
98 ‘ii1 by KaI(T1) endcap  crystals. For electromagnetically showering pardicles  the measured
energy resolution is aE,/E = (2.7 i 0.2) %/i;‘E/GeT~’ and the direction (with respect t.o the
beam axis) is det.ermined with an energy-dependent accuracy of 3” to 1”. The central cavity
of the detect,or  is equipped with four double layers of proportional dubes  to det,ect  charged
particles.

The trigger requires that the total energy deposition be larger than 780 MeV in the
calorimeter and t,hat more than 180 MeV be recorded in both the top and t,he bottom hemi-
sphere. The first layer of crystals’surrounding the beam pipe are not included in these energy
sums; instead, to reject background events, a vet,o  is set if more than 30 MeV is detected in
these cry&&. Sharp software thresholds of 800 MeV, 200 MeV and 25 MeIT  respectively are
applied in t,he analysis to e1iminat.e  effect.s  caused by variations of the trigger thresholds. The
efficiency of this trigger is about 78 % in the v’ mass region and falls off slightly to 65 % at
~7r07ro  invariant masses of 2500 MeV/c2.

Candidate events for the six-photon final state are select,ed by requiring six energy de-
posit,ions in the calorimeter. The central crystal ii: each energy deposition has t.o satisf!
jcos(8)~ < 0.86. A phot’on  candidate is tagged as charged if one or more hits in the tube
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chambers match closely in azimuth the d.irect,ion  of the energy deposit; we ignore the informa-
tion along the beam axis? since beam-gas event’s do not necessarily come from the interaction
point. At most one of the six photon candidates is allowed to be tagged as charged by the
tube chambers: using only the azimuth information, Including the effect of random hits in
the chambers and the conversion probabi1it.y  of the photons in the beam pipe and the dube-. _
chambers, this cut has an efficiency of about 75% for qlr”rro events.

The four-momenta of the photon candidates are determined from the energies and direc-
tions measured in the calorimeter and the transverse momentum sum of the six phot.ons is
calculated. This transverse momentum sum Ix p’l/ is required to be less than 100 MeV/c. A
total of 1200 events pass all these cuts. Events failing only the cut on Ix& are kept, to study

the 1x p7 j -distribution.
The last step of the selection procedure is the 777~~1~’ event definition. There are 15

possible configurations for grouping six phot,ons  into three pairs. The invariant ye mass
distribution of all pairs shows a prominent, 7rTTo peak and an 77 signal above a combinatorial
background. The positions of the peaks agree within errors with the nominal values /Sj
and their widt,hs are consist.ent  with t,hose expect’ed  from the experimental mass resolution.
For each configuration, the energy and angular resolution are used t,o calculat,e the x2 for
the ~]+7r*  and ~@~*;TT~  hypotheses. r]~O~o event.s are selected by requiring that at least one
configuration have ,~2(~n”7ro)  < 9 and that each configuradion  have ~2(rr07ro+‘) > 9. If more
than one configuration is compatible with the nxOxo hypothesis, t,he one with the .&&lest
~2(~~c7ro) is selected. Events which do not fulfill the ~x”7ro  criterion are kept, t,o st.udy the
x2 disbribution.

The final data sample contains 317 events that pass all cuts. Their invariant mass distri-
bution is displayed in Fig. 1. The prominent peak just. below 1000 MeV/c’ cont,ains about
270.events  and is due bo the q’(958). In addition, events are found with measured masses
larger than the 17’. It is dhese events that are the main subject of this paper.

To calculate t,he I%‘,, -dependent yy 1uminosit.y and the det,ection efficiency, and t.o study
the properties of et c- -+ c.+ e-~/r@7r’ + e’e-6y  events, we perform a Monte Carlo integration
of the two-phobon  flux given in [93 with a cross section b(y~ + r]7r07ro)  constant in IV-,,. The
generat-ed  events are passed through a complebe  detector simulat,ion  using t,he shower devel-
opment program EGS3 [lo] for t’he  simulation of the calorimet,er and a det,ailed simulat.ion  of
the t.ube chambers [ll]. Beam-relat,ed  background in the calorimet,er and the t.ube chambers
is included by superimposing events which were recorded on every 10ith beam crossing with

no other trigger requirement. The Monte Carlo events are then analysed  in the same way as
the dat.a.

In the following. we use the lx $ distribution and the quality of the n77~‘+  identification
t’o show that the events in the region 1600 ,.’ WT, < 2200 MeV/c’ are mostly from the
reaction y? --+ qTrc7r*. while those between 1100 and 1600 MeV/‘c’ are most.ly background
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events.
The 11 p’t(l distribution for data event.s that pass all cuts except the ICp’11 cut, is shown

in Fig. 2b for events with 1600 < r/l’?,  < 2200 MeV’/c’.  The data peak at low ICp;j’ in
agreement with the Mont.e Carlo expectation. The corresponding distribution (Fig. 2a) for

- - 1100 t.o 1600 MeV’!c’ is flat.. indicating t,hat these are not exclusive two-photon events.
The  ~2(~no7rc)  di  t  b  ts ri u ion for event,s  in the 1600 to 2200 MeV/c’ range peaks at 10~

values. in agreement with the Mont,e  Carlo, while that for the range 1100 to 1600 MeV/c2  is
flat, again indicating that the events in this region are not dominat,ed  by nr”7ro.

To investigate further the presence of 71 -‘7r* events, we use an altered selection procedure
in.which all cuts except the ones on ~2(~~o~o) and ~2(~o~o~o)  are applied. Instead we require-- _

that four of the six photons can be grouped such t,hat  they form two +‘, and t’hen plot the
invariant mass of the remaining pair of phot,ons. Note that multiple entries for each event
are possible. T he events in the 1600 t,o 2200 MeV/ c2 region display a prominent 7r” peak
as well as a clear 77 signal (Fig. 3b). The n signal represents evidence for the observation of
3’1 ---+ 7)x”7io. In the corresponding plot for 1100 to 1600 MeV/c2 (Fig. 3a) a x0 signal, but
no n signal, is visible.

The- r* signal above 1600 MeV/ c2 is evidence for the reaction yy -+ ~*~*~*,  which is
dominat,ed by t,he two-phot.on  production and subsequent. decay of the 7r2(1670) meson !4:5].
A Mont.e Carlo simulation of t.his reaction is used to determine its possible contribution to.-,
t,he final ~~*~ITD  selection. The cut ~2(~o~oxo) > 9 is very effective; less than one event from _
7r2 decays is expected to contribute to t.he ~7r*rr*  spectrum.

Returning to the events from the complete selection procedure. we conclude that the
events in the 1600 to 2200 MeV/c’ region are dominated by ye -+ q7r07rTTo  events. while those
between 1100 and 1600 MeJ’jc2  are not. The spect,rum  between 1100 and 2500 hIeV/c’ is
displayed in the insert, of Fig. 1 with an expanded ordinate. The enhancement of events near
1900 MeT’/c2  is broader than the experimental mass resolution of about 35 hlel’/c’. It could
be due bo one or more resonances. Our small number of events is not sufficient t,o study the
possibility of more than one resonance. We assume that the spectrum above the q’ consists
of a smoothly decreasing background and one wide resonance. There is predicted to be a
Jpc = 2~+ stat.e  called the 72 [12j which could explain our data. It is an isoscalar member
of the same nonet as the n2( 1670).

Next we perform an unbinned maximum likelihood fit to the full spectrum. including a
Gaussian peak to describe the q’, a J = 2 BreitWigner peak convolut,ed  with the mass reso-
lution, and a quadratic background. Fig. 1 shows the result for 1100 < ITT,, < 2500 MeI-/c2.
The fit, assigns 260 events to the n’ over a background of six. The resulting value 11: of
L-&7’)BR(~’ -+ 67) = (0.36 I 0.‘02 = 0.03) ke1’ is in good agreement with our previous
value !2’. The first error is statistical. the second svstemat,ic. The fit.ted  background explainsL .
most of the data in the 1100 to 1500 Mel-/c’ region. in agreement with our background stud-
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ies described above. In the 1500 to 2200 MeV/c’ region the background amounts bo five out
of a t,otal  of 34 event,s. Extraction of the parameters of this resonance requires informat,ion
on its decay mode and spin, t,o which we turn now.

The 772 is expect.ed [12] to decay to a.2r. Decays t,o aor, foq and f277 are also possible. The

-. - invariant mass dist.ribution  of the car* sub-system shows no evidence for the fo or the f2. The
M(q?r’) distribution. shown in Fig. 4, has more entries around 1000 MkV/c2 and 1300 MeV/c’
than expect’ed  from a 3-body phase space distribution. The M(vrO) distribution is compared
t.o the hilonte Carlo predictions for a 3-body phase space decay, for a Jp = 2- resonance
decaying t,o Q~’ or a2r*, and for a m.ixt,ure  of the last two possibilities by calculating the
likelihood functions for these hypothesis. The data are best described by a mixture of about

(70 & 20)% a2r* and (30 zt 2O)Y(1 Q~T* in the final statme see the solid curve in Fig. 4.
The angular distributions reveal information about. the spin and parit,y of the resonance.

The dist,ribution  of / cos 6; I, where 8I; is the angle in the r]7r07ro  rest frame bet,ween the n
momentum vector and the beam direction, is shown in Fig. 5a for events in the I?-?, range
from 1600 t,o 2200 MeV/c2. For t,he same events, the dist,ribution of / cos &,I, with 02,, the
angle in the ~x”7ro frame bet,ween the normal bo the decay plane and the beam direct,ion, is
shown in Fig. 5b. These dist.ributions  are not corrected for acceptance. The Mont,e  Carlo
predictions for 3-body phase space decay (as appropriat,e for Jp = O-) and for a Jp = 2-
resonance decaying via a27ic are also plott.ed.  For the Mont,e  Carlo with assignment Jp = 2-,.s,
we used the fact]131  that a 2- resonance is produced in quasi-real yy collisions only in the ’
helicity 0 sbat,e. A test’ of these two Jp assignments based on the two angular distribution
favors 2- over O-. Assuming J’ = O- and S-body phase space decay result,s  in x2 = 13.8 for- -
eight. degrees of freedom. For the J’ = 2- case, the decay via ao7ro  gives x 2 = 12.6; the a2x”
decay mode has 2 2 = 6 1. and the mixt,ure of 70% a2rc. , and 30% uo~’ (our best fit to the
M( 7~‘) mass plot) gives x 2 = 5 8 for eight degrees of freedom. The assignment Jp = 2’ as.
well as the effect of isobars on a O- decay are under investigation [l].

Although we cannot yet exclude other possibilities. we have shown that the resonance is
consist’ent  with t,he v2. We use that assignment. to extract the resonance parameters. The
efficiency appropriate t,o Jpc = 2-+ and decay via a2ro is used. A factor of 3 is included
t,o account. for the branching ratio of an isoscalar to bhe 77~~ final state (~/7r*7r*  as well as
TT’~T-). The following values are obt,ained:

ry,(X)BR(X + qm~) = (0.9 i 0.2 k 0.3) keV

M(X)  =  (1876  5 35  i 50)  MeV’/c2

I’,, ,(X) = (228 5 90 i 34) MeV/c’.

The syst,emat,ic  error on I’,,BR covers the variation obtained by using an isotropic or an ~07;’
decay instead of Q~x’. Because of the factor 3J -F 1 in the total cross section 113:: the corre-
sponding product would be five times great,er, i.e. 4.5 ke’C-.  if the stat.e were a pseudoscalar
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(note that. this number is smaller t,han our previous upper limit. [2] in this mass range). The
main cont,ribution  to the syst,ematic error on Itot is from the variation of the background
shape? while that on the mass is dominated by the uncertainty in our absolute energy scale.

In conclusion, we have measured the reaction yy + r/7r07ro  -+ 6y. The invariant mass
spectrum displays two struct.ures,  the well known 7’ (958) and an enhancement around- -
1900 MeV/c’. The partial width of the 7’ t.o two photons times its branching ratio to the
six-photon final state is I’,,($)BR(q’ -+ Sy) = (0.36 & 0.02 & 0.03) keV.

The enhancement of events near 1900 Me\‘/c’ has several features that are consist,ent
with those expect.ed  for the two-photon production of the 7)2 meson, the previously missing
isoscalar member of the Jpc = 2-+ nonet. The invariant. mass distribution of the 7~‘-- _

subsystem favors a decay via a2r and aon over a decay according to 3-body phase space.
The angular distributions of the decay plane and of t,he 7 meson are better described by
the decay of a pseudobensor state than by that of a pseudoscalar. We obtain the resonance
parameters under the assumption that t,he enhancement is only one wide resonance X(1900)
with quant.um numbers rG( Jpc) = 0+(2-+ ). Higher statistics are necessary t,o unambiguously
resolve t,he mass spectrum, the decay mechanism, the spin-parity and the t,wo-phot,on  coupling
of stat%es decaying to r]7r*s~*  in this mass range.
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Figure Captions

1. Invariant mass distribution of the select,ed n7r07ro  events (shaded hisbogram).  The insert
shows the distribution of events with 1100 MeV/c2 < WY, < 2500MeV/c2.  The full
line is the fit to the data, the dot,t,ed line is the Breit-Wigner and the dashed line is the- -
background.

2. Distribution of the square of the transverse momentum sum ICP;i’ of data (dots with
errorbars) and MC events (histogram) for a) 1100 MeV/c2  < W,, < 1600 MeV/c2,  and
b) 1600MeV/c2  < W,, < 2200MeV/c2.

3. D%ribution  of the invariant mass of the remaining pair of photons for events in which
four photons can be grouped to two 7~’ for a) 1100MeV/c2 < W,, < 1600MeV-/c’,
and b) 1600 MeV/c2  < I<‘,, < 2200 MeV/c2. Note that multiple entries per event are
possible.

4. Invariant mass distribution of the nxO subsystems of selected events with 1600 MeV/c’ <

M’m < 2200MeV/c2 (two entries per event). Dots with error bars are data; the full
hist,ogram is the best fit; the dotted hisdogram  is the expected distribution for S-body
phase spac.e decay.

.-,
5. angular distributions in the nr”7ro rest frame: for events wit,h 1600 MeV/c* < II-,? < _

2200 MeV/c2, normalized to unit, area. a) Absolute value of the cosine of the angle
bet.ween the 7 momentum and the beam direction. b) Absolute value of the cosine of
the angle between the normal to the decay plane and the beam direction. Circles with
error bars are t,he data, the full line corresponds to JP = 2- and decay via a27r0  while
t.he dott.ed line is the expectation for J’ = O- and a s-body  phase space decay.
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